
TEACHING STRATEGIES FOR MATSUO BASHŌ’S  

THE NARROW ROAD TO DEEP NORTH AND OTHER TRAVEL SKETCHES 
 
 
This is the third text from East Asia and the last of four texts on the topic of Nature. Hong and I 
have decided to supply a brief context to the work and some discussion questions and activities for 
Day 1 and Day 2. 
 

CONTEXT 
By the seventeenth century, Japan had endured a Shogunate for over 300 years and Japanese 
Buddhist traditions (Shingon, Zen, etc.) had thrived for almost a 1,000 years. These political and 
religious systems had an influence over Bashō’s life and his journey and may inform a little of his 

literature (we witness these in Bashō’s many references to ―priests‖ such as Kūkai, Bucchō and 
samurai throughout the text).  
 
Jared Stark in his handout quotes Roland Barthes, who aptly contrasts different models of 
understanding the self.  
 

“In the West, the mirror is an essentially narcissistic object: man conceives a mirror only in order to look at 
himself in it; but in the Orient, apparently, the mirror is empty; it is the symbol of the very emptiness of 
symbols („The mind of the perfect man,‟ says one Tao master, „is like a mirror. It grasps nothing but repulses 
nothing. It receives but does not retain‟): the mirror intercepts only other mirrors, and this infinite reflection is 
emptiness itself.” 

 
Oriental language aside, Barthes points to one of the main contributions of Buddhist philosophy in 
Bashō’s work: the concept of emptiness. Zen Buddhist approaches emphasize reflection upon the 
emptiness of being and the interdependence of all things. Wabi-sabi is one Japanese way of 

understanding the world: beauty is incomplete and impermanent (mujō). Likewise, the structure of 

Bashō’s haiku is to achieve exemption from meaning—to reflect these religious aspirations through 
literary expression, and ―makes impossible the most ordinary exercise of our language, which is 
commentary.‖ 
 

While Bashō’s work contributes to the discussion on/about Nature, he does not represent a country 
or even a region’s view of Nature. I highly recommend avoiding the ―East/West‖ discussion and 

treat Bashō as you might treat Darwin or Greene: leading scholars of an intellectual heritage on 
understanding Nature. 

 

 

DAY 1 DISCUSSION-BASED SUGGESTIONS: 
 Discuss the role of positionality when studying Nature 

o Revisit the guest lecture by Mikal-Adachi and Cohen, and why ―nature‖ is the most complex 
word 

o Where do we see ourselves in/against/as Nature? What position do the previous authors 
assign humanity when describing nature? 

 How would Bashō answer this? 

 What is the significance of Bashō’s name  



o What does it say that he thinks the tree is useless? (26) 

 Spend time discussing Bashō’s way of writing his poems: 
o ―Go to a pine of you want to learn about the pine, or to the bamboo if you want to learn 

about the bamboo. And in doing so, you must leave your subjective preoccupation with 
yourself. Otherwise you impose yourself on the object and do not learn.‖ (33) 

 Spend time on the power of simplicity. 
o Unpack the haiku on page 32.  

o Why is Bashō’s entry considered better than his student’s submission? 
o Do you agree with this evaluation? Why? 

 Spend time discussing the relevance of death in understanding Nature 

o How does Bashō appear to respond to it? Time is a reoccurring motif throughout the text, 
such as on page 97 

 As in the past, we would initiate but not strongly push comparisons on the first day. One way to 
begin thinking of comparisons is to ask students about the relevance of genre in the pursuit of 
understanding Nature? 
o i.e., what does a literary approach like Shelly’s offers when compared to the observational 

data collection of Darwin? How does these compare to Bashō’s approach? 
o In the ―Introduction,‖ Yuasa writes that ―crude personal emotions hinder the reader from 

entering into the world of its poetry.‖ (30) 

 How does this relate to Victor Frankenstein (Frankenstein), or even to Darwinian or 
Greene’s approaches? 
 

 

DAY 2 DISCUSSION-BASED SUGGESTIONS 
 Ask students to summarize in their own words the second half of the readings (i.e., what 

happened?) 

 What sort of characteristics can we assign to Nature in Bashō’s accounts? 
o Daoist/Buddhist associations of simplicity and tranquility 
o Personification and feminization of Nature (116) 

 What is the role of journey in Bashō’s The Narrow Road to the Deep North and Other Travel Sketches.  

o Would you characterize what Bashō does a journey? 

 Consider the descriptions on pages 118 and 122.  

 What is happening with the purifying energy of the environment on p. 122 
o Would you distinguish a pilgrimage from a journey—if there is a difference, which of these 

is most apt when describing Bashō’s actions?   

 Bashō calls himself a pilgrim – p.126. 

 Can we assign pilgrim status to Walton, Frankenstein, Greene, Newton, Darwin, etc.? 

o Does the journey change as Bashō goes deeper and deeper into it? 

 Can we relate this development of journey to any of the journeys we have read earlier? 
(Night, MacBeth, Gilgamesh, What Is the What, Odyssey, Ramayana, Exodus, etc.). 

o Could we discuss the other contributions in the Nature section as journeys as well?  

 If so, are there any important distinctions between the way they conduct their journeys? 

 What is the significance of the end? 

o People react as if Bashō came back from the dead. Symbolism? (142) 
o Discuss the Postscript on page 143. 



 Discuss the role of isolation and the observation/understanding of Nature 

o Bashō’s trip to Eiheiji Temple on page 138. 
o Darwin is separated from friends and family for five years aboard a ship without peers. 
o Mary Shelley’s characters reflect isolation and dislocation (some, on a ship…) 

o Both Bashō and Walton ―travel north.‖ (110) Yuasa writes that Bashō was determined to live 

in complete isolation, giving a direct quote from Bashō (45). 
o Greene’s accounts of quantum mechanics yields a feeling of uncertainty and confusion—

does this relate? 

 Comparative Analysis: how does gender/power play into our accounts of Nature? 
o All except Shelley are male. Does this have an impact on the perspectives? 
o Where do we assign power in this relationship between humanity and Nature? 

 
 

ACTIVITY SUGGESTION FOR DAY 1 
 Literary Appreciation Group Work 

o Divide students into groups and ask them to choose which haiku speaks to them the 
most from the collection on pages 40-42.  

o Have students share their answers—most specifically, why they chose the haiku over 
the others. 
 Discuss the emotive dimension to their decision. Did a specific haiku 

generate an emotional response?  
o Ask students why Yuasa considers these haikus the most mature? What qualities 

make them mature? 
 

ACTIVITY SUGGESTION FOR DAY 2 
 Employing the ―Bashō Approach‖ (from the quote offered in Day 1, p.33).  

o Ask students to consider Darwin and his observations of nature.  

 Give students 10 minutes to explore campus and find one aspect of nature 
they would like to describe. They cannot share the same spot (each student 
must find work in isolation from each other). They will write down their 
observations of the piece of nature, as if they were Darwin on his voyage 
(such as a stick, leaf, tree, rock, dirt, etc.).  

o Once they return, ask students to consider Bashō and his observations of nature. 

 Give the students ten minutes to take a new piece of paper and a writing 
utensil return to their initial object of inquiry. Instruct them to meditate on 
that piece of nature, clearing their thoughts of themselves, college. Have 
them write down briefly a description of the nature after doing this.  

o When the students return, ask them to share their two versions: the one they 

described first and the one after employing Bashō’s method.  

 Discuss the commonalities or differences among their pieces.   

 Discuss the distinctions found between the Darwinian and Bashō approaches 
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